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At MyCase, Security is Our Top Priority.
Here at MyCase, we understand how important it is to keep our customer’s data 
secure. Dealing with privileged case information isn’t a responsibility that we take 
lightly. Everything we do is built with security in mind. It’s the fundamental base that 
we always use as the starting point for any task.
     
We understand that our customers may be nervous about moving their data to the 
cloud. It’s a new and exciting field, but with that brings a fear of the unknown. Can 
you really trust an Internet company to protect your data? How secure is cloud 
based storage? What’s being done to protect my data?
     
In this whitepaper, we provide an overview of how we address the security and 
redundancy of your data. It’s our goal to put your mind at ease. Yes, you can trust 
us with your data. Yes, we’re as concerned about security as you are. And yes, 
we’re on top of it - the field is always evolving, and you can be confident that we’ll 
be evolving with it, protecting you every step of the way.
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A Brief Overview of Our Security Policies 
 

PHYSICAL SECURITY STATE OF THE ART 
ENCRYPTION

DATA REDUNDANCY

MyCase runs on 
Amazon EC2 cloud 
servers.

All sensitive information 
is encrypted by MyCase 
before it’s written to disk.

Data is backed up 
using Amazon S3 
storage, providing 
99.999999999% 
durability.

Amazon facilities are 
nondescript locations 
protected by military 
grade perimiters.

We use 128-bit SSL 
encryption for data 
transmission and 256-bit 
AES encryption when 
storing data.

The entire MyCase 
database is continuously 
backed up and can be 
restored to any point in 
time within a 5 minute 
window.

Physical access is 
strictly controlled by two 
factor authentication 
and 24 hour security 
escorts.

Unique keys are 
generated for every 
individual document, 
providing an additional 
layer of security with at 
rest encryption.

Documents are backed 
up to a separate AWS 
region, providing 
additional redundancy 
in case of catastrophic 
failure.

    

Amazon’s Cloud Computing Platform
MyCase is built on top of Amazon’s EC2 cloud computing platform (yes, the
same Amazon that you use when shopping online). They’ve got over a decade of 
experience on running online servers and data centers, so you know you can trust 
them to be at the leading edge of online service technology.
     
Amazon has strict procedures in place to protect the physical security of their 
servers, as well as protecting the integrity of the data they store. By building on their 
platform, we gain the benefit of all of their experience and knowledge. We’re not 
just running on a server in some kid’s basement - this is the best of the best when it 
comes to hosting your cloud-based service.
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Amazon has received a number of certifications for their servers. In addition, HIPAA 
compliant websites have been built on top of the Amazon cloud platform (you know 
if a website can pass through all of the health care regulations, there isn’t much else 
that it couldn’t handle!) Compare that to other companies that host their own servers 
- how reliable are their facilities? Is their data protected? Or think of trying to run 
your own local IT department - would you even know where to begin on building a 
secure storage solution? That’s why we defer to the experts here.
     
You can read more about Amazon’s cloud infrastructure and security at:  
http://aws.amazon.com/security/.

Experience Counts
The founding engineer and current architect of MyCase has a background in 
securing data and servers for the US Department of Defense. He understands the 
importance of securing data, and has the knowledge to prevent unauthorized access 
and monitor compliance. With over 10 years of experience in developing commercial 
websites, he’s worked through the evolution of the Internet from the dot-com days 
and has worked first hand with numerous online services.
     
It’s this experience that gives us the confidence that we’ve built a secure online 
platform that you can trust. We’re experts in our own right - top performers in our 
respective industry. This isn’t the first time we’ve been down this road, and we’ve 
seen and learned a lot along the way. We’re constantly monitoring the latest security 
threats, and evolving and adapting our service to address any concerns.
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State of the Art Encryption
MyCase uses two forms of encryption to protect your data. When you connect
to our servers, your data is encrypted before transmission using 128-bit SSL 
connections. This is the same type of secure connection you use when doing 
online banking, investments, healthcare portals, etc. Encrypting your transmission 
ensures that nobody can intercept your data along the way, and verifies that you’re 
connected to our servers and not some impostor.
     
After we receive your data, we use 256-bit AES encryption to encrypt your data 
before storing it to disk. This is the same level of encryption authorized for storage 
of top secret military information. Anything sensitive is encrypted before storage - 
client names and addresses, messages, appointment details, etc. This protects your 
data in the highly unlikely case that someone did manage to steal a physical disk 
drive from an Amazon facility - all they would get from us is a bunch of jumbled, 
useless data.
     
In addition, we generate a unique key for every single case document that you 
upload to MyCase. Those keys are used to encrypt your documents on Amazon’s 
S3 service giving you at rest encryption for your document data.    
  

Activity Streams and Audit Logs
All the activity in MyCase is logged in your activity stream. You see this information 
on your dashboard whenever you login to your account. By monitoring your firm’s 
activity stream, you can notice suspicious activity and take steps to prevent it. Is 
there a client you no longer trust? Suspend his or her MyCase account immediately 
and they’ll no longer be able to login to the website.
     
We also monitor every single unique page access on our server. We store the
IP address, date/time, and URL of each request. These audit logs are there for
your protection in the unfortunate event that you suspect your account has been 
compromised. We can review the audit logs and let you know the extent of what was 
accessed, allowing you to take preventative steps immediately.
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Server Access and Monitoring
Our servers are running the open source Linux operating system. Security patches 
are installed as soon as they are available, making sure that we’re always up to date 
with the latest fixes. Our servers are protected with a firewall so only the necessary 
information can pass through. Shell access to our servers is restricted by IP address, 
so remote access to the server is impossible unless you’re physically present at the 
MyCase office.
     
We monitor our server logs on a daily basis, allowing us to quickly resolve any 
issues. We also run a 24-hour monitoring service that checks the health of the server 
and alerts us immediately to any changes to files or problems with the website. 
You can rest assured that your data is safe and our servers are locked down 
appropriately.

Two-Factor Authentication
MyCase also offers Two-Factor Authentication. Two-Factor Authentication (or 
2FA) is a security feature that makes it extremely difficult for unauthorized users 
to access your account. Even in the event of your username and password being 
compromised, 2FA would still prevent someone from gaining access to your 
confidential data.
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Logging into a web-based software system that does not implement 2FA is a 
simple, one-step process. All the user has to do is enter the correct username and 
password, then the entire database of sensitive client information is made available.
     
Conversely, logging into a 2FA system requires an additional login step. After the 
user inputs a correct username and password combination, they are not immediately 
logged into the system where data is available. They are instead taken to a second 
login screen which prompts them to enter their Secure Authentication Key (or SAK).
     
The SAK lives in an app on the user’s smartphone. Once the user has been taken to 
the second login screen and is prompted to enter their SAK, they will take out their 
smartphone, open the app, and the SAK will be displayed to them. When the correct 
SAK has been entered, the user will be logged into the system. If the user is unable 
to enter the correct SAK, they will be locked out of MyCase (even though a correct 
username and password was entered).

What You Can Do to Protect Your Data
No matter how many steps we take to secure your data, the most common cause
of data loss is based on the human element. It’s important that you take steps to 
secure your own account. Use a strong password (we’ll tell you how strong your 
password is when you change it). Don’t use the same password for MyCase that you 
use for other websites. Don’t give your MyCase password to anyone else. Change 
it frequently. Make sure that other people can’t access your e-mail - otherwise they 
could reset your MyCase password and gain access to your account.
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At any time, if you feel like your account may have been compromised, just contact 
us immediately. We can freeze access to your firm, locking out all users immediately 
until we can make sure that everything is safe.

Some Final Words . . .
We know it seems like a lot to think about, and we know that security is always our 
customers’ top concern. But rest assured that we’re working on it. We’re always 
thinking about it and constantly evolving to address new security threats. Compare 
that to using e-mail to communicate with your client - an unencrypted, insecure 
platform. Anyone can read your e-mail along the way. There’s no auditing and no 
security controls. Or think about running your own IT department and your own 
servers... can you really put together a team with more online experience than 
Amazon?
     
We’re always here to help. By working with us and keeping security at the forefront 
of your mind, we can make sure that your MyCase experience is protected and 
secure.


